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Abstract. The elecuon-phonon interaction of an oxide spinel Li'llzO4 is ealeulated on the 
basis of a realistic elecfmnic band structure, which is obtained by the tight-binding model so 
as to reproduce the first-principles bands. The lattice dynamics of Li'll2Od is d i e d  by taldng 
account of the effect of tl!e electmn-phonon interaction. Due to the charaneristic dependences 
of the electron-phonon interaction on wavevectors and vibr;uional modes, a r e d a b l e  phonon 
frequency renormalization is found in the frequency range of 3 M O  meV over a wide region 
of the Blillouin zone. By using the electron-phonon interaction and the renormalized phonon 
frequencies, the elecfmn-phonon spectral function a 2 F ( o )  is calculated to pmvide a basis for 
undemanding the superconductivity of LiTizO+ The superconducting transition tempera", 
gap functions, tunneling spectra and other thermodynamic properties are studied by solving the 
Eliashberg equation. The calculated results are in good agreement with observations. 

1. Introduction 

Among a large number of oxide spinels, only LiTiz04 becomes a superconductor, with 
a transition temperature Tc = 12K [l]. This value of T, is notably higher than that of 
the other spinel-type superconductors, for example CuRhzS4 (T. = 3.5K) and CuRhzSq 
(Tc = 4.8 K) [ 2 4 .  By substituting Li for Ti, Lil+zTi~-x04 exhibits the metal-insulator 
transition at x N 0.1 and becomes insulating for 0.1 < x < 1/3 [I]. In the metallic phase 
(x i 0.1) Tc decreases monotonically with increasing x and vanishes at x N 0.1. 

LiTizO4 has a normal spinel-type structure (space group Fd3m), in which Li and Ti 
atoms occupy the tetrahedral (Sa) and octahedral (16d) sites, respectively. In the real 
structure 0 atoms are displaced from their ideal positions. The 0 displacements are 
described by a value of the intemal structure parameter U Y 0.26. (Its ideal value is 
U = 0.25.) Due to the 0 displacements the octahedra around the atoms exhibit trigonal 
distortion. 

Recently, much effort has been made to clarify the mechanism of superconductivity in 
LiTiz04 from both the experimental and the theoretical side, particularly in connection with 
the high-T, copper-oxide superconductors. Judging from several experimental results, such 
as specific heat [5,6] and tunneling spectra [7-91, it seems that the superconductivity of 
LiTizO4 may be understood withiin the usual BCS-type mechanism. 

8 Resent address: Departmed of Physics, Faculty of Science, Okayama University of Science, Okayama 700, 
Japan. 
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Electronic band structure calculations based on the local-density functional approxima- 
tion have been performed for LiTi204 by Satpathy and Martin [lo] with the use of the 
linear-muffin-tin orbital (MO) method and by Massidda and co-workers [ll] with the 
use of the full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave (FLAPW) method. Furthermore, 
Massidda and co-workers investigated the electron-phonon interaction on the basis of the 
rigid-muffin-tin approximation [ 121. They estimated the dimensionless electron-phonon 
coupling constant A and T, by using the empirical McMillan formula [13]. However, their 
estimation of A and T, is insufficient because they related the averaged phonon frequency 
to the Debye frequency and dealt with it as a parameter. 

The purposes of the present paper are, first, to clarify the role of the electron-phonon 
interaction in lattice dynamics and superconductivity of LiT12O4 and, second, to study 
various superconducting properties in the framework of the usual phonon-mediated pairing 
mechanism. In section 2, the electron-phonon interaction is derived microscopically on 
the basis of the realistic tight-binding bands fitted to the first-principles bands [lo, 111. The 
lattice dynamics is studied by taking account of the effect of the electron-phonon interaction 
in section 3. In section 4, the electron-phonon spectral function (u2F(o) is calculated and 
Ts, gap functions, tunneling spectra and other thermodynamic properties are studied by 
solving the Eliashberg equation [14]. The results are compared with the observations and 
are discussed in connection with those obtained for Bal-,K,Bi03 and JA-$r,Cu04 [15- 
191. Finally, section 5 is devoted to a summary. Part of the present work has been reported 
elsewhere [ZO]. 

2. Electron-phonon interaction 

According to the results of first-principles band calculations [lo, 111, the Ti 3d conduction 
bands are separated by an energy gap of about 2.5eV from the 0 2p valence bands. The 
octahedral crystal-field splits the Ti 3d conduction bands into 3ds and 3dy bands, and 
the former are partially filled by one electron per formula unit. The overall features of 
the electronic density of states (DOS) for LiTi204 show good correspondence with the 
photoemission [21] and x-ray absorption [22] spectra. 

The dispersion curves of the conduction bands crossing the Fermi level EF in LiTizO4 
are well reproduced by the tight-binding model using the Slater-Koster transfer integrals for 
the neighbouring Ti-Ti, T i 4  and 0-0 pairs. The values of the Slater-Koster parameters 
used in the present calculation are listed in table 1. The calculated dispersion curves of the 
Ti 3 s  conduction bands near EF are shown in figure 1. Two conduction bands (n = 1,Z) 
are partially filled by electrons for the real (distorted) smcture. 

The DOS at the Fermi level N(EF)  is calculated as 3.0 states eV-l per formula, which is 
comparable to the values obtained by first-principles band calculations, 3.3 [lo] and 3.2 1111 
states eV-' per formula. The orbital components of the conduction band states at EF ace 
82%. 11% and 7% for Ti 3ds, 3dy and 0 2p states, respectively. Thus, the conduction band 
states at EF consist predominantly of the Ti 3ds states. The hybridization between the Ti 
3dc and 0 2p states is relatively weak and mainly caused by the transfer integral t(dp?r)l 
for the nearest-neighbouring T i 4  pairs. Indeed, the first-principles band calculation has 
also shown that the conduction band states at EF have about 9% contribution from 0 2p 
states [ll]. This nature of the conduction bands is in sharp contrat to the case of high-l", 
cuprates, in which the conduction band states consist of the Cu 3d,~-~r states hybridizing 
strongly with the 0 2p states through dpo bonds. 

The Fermi surfaces are composed of two pieces which have their necks toward the 
(111) direction in tbe Brillouin zone, as shown in figure 2. It is found that the Fermi 
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Figure 1. The dispersion curves of the TI 3ds conduction bands near the Fermi level of LiTi204 
calculated using the tight-binding mdeL 

Table 1. The Slater-Koster W s f e r  integrals and the orbital energies used in the tight-binding 
calculation. 

Distance (A) Transfer integral Value (ev) 

rl-n 2.97 t(ddu) -0.4070 
t(ddn) 0.2400 
t (dW 0.1500 

T i 4  2.00 t(dPdi 19700 
t(dpn)i 1.1850 

3.46 t(dpa)z -0.2450 
f(dpn)z -0.1650 

3.71 t(dpd3 -0.2250 
t(dpn)3 -0.1630 

CLO 2.67 t@Pdl 0.4725 
t@PZ)l -0.0645 

2.98 t@pa)z 0.4525 
t(PPd2 -0.0625 

3.27 t ( P F 4 3  0.4325 
t(PPZ)3 -0.0605 

orbital energy value (ev) 

Ti W d y )  1.50 
E(3d~)  0.48 

0 E@P) -4.95 

surfaces of LiTizO4 show no clear nesting features for particular wavevectors, unlike those 
.of Bal,K,BiO, and La~-,Sr,Cu0~ [ 15-19]. 
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Figure 2 The Fermi surfaces of (a) the lower (n = 1) and (b) the upper (n = 2) canduction 
bands of Linz04 calculated by the tight-binding model. 

In the tight-binding approximation the electron-phonon coupling arises from modulation 
of the transfer integrals due to atomic displacements [23].  The electron-phonon coupling 
coefficient is given by 

where y specifies the phonon mode, E ~ , ~ ( Q )  denotes the phonon polarization vector and 
M p  is the mass of the pth atom. The coupling coefficient gE(nk, n'k - q) between two 
conduction band states nk  and n'k - q caused by displacement of the pth atom in the unit 
cell along the or direction (or = x ,  y .  z) is expressed as 

g i h k  n'k - 4) = ~ [ A t ( W l n , p d ~ ; ( k  k - q) l ,w t , [A(k  - d 1 J b . n '  (2) 
p'o d b  

where A(k) denotes the transformation matrix that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian mahix of 
the original structure, and 'f;(k, k - q) is expressed in terms of derivatives of the transfer 
integrals. 

For the derivatives of the transfer integrals we consider only t'(dprr)l for the nearest- 
neighbouring Ti-0 pairs and t'(ddo), t'(ddn), t'(dd8) for the neighbouring Ti-Ti pairs, 
since the conduction band states around EF consist mainly of Ti 3dz states. In the present 
paper the following values are used tr(dpn)l = -7.0. r'(ddo) = 0.39, t'(ddn) = -0.23, 
t'(dds) = -0.14 in eV.&-'. These parameter values are deduced from the following 
procedure. According to the FLAPW band calculations for LiTiz04 [ll], the energy bands 
having the rl symmetry at k = 0 are most affected by the change of the structural parameter 
U. We have estimated the values of t(dpx)l for both the real (U = 0.2626) and the ideal 
(U = 0.25) structures, so as to reproduce the energy eigenvalues with the rl symmehy. 
As the result, we obtain t(dpn)l = 1.19 rt 0.09eV and 0.60 i 0.04eV for the real and 
the ideal structures, respectively. By assuming a linear dependence of t(dpn)i on the 
nearest-neighbouring T i 4  bond length- dn-o, the gradient t'(dpn)l is evaluated to be 
-5.9 =L 1.3eV.&-' since dn-0 is 2.00A and 2.lOA for the real and the ideal structures, 
respectively. In the present paper we adapt a value, -7.OeVA-*, which is an upper bound 
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Figure3. Theelectron-phonon couplingcoefficient IV!'(nk. n'k - q)I2 ofLiTizO4 asafunction 
of wavevector k for (a) the Alg and (b) the E p  phonon modes at the r point (q = 0). Only the 
inlraband coupling for the lowesr three Ti 3& conduction bands (a = n' = 1.2.3) are shown. 

of the above estimation. The ratio of t'(ddu) : r'(ddn) : t'(dd8) is assumed to be equal 
to that of t(ddu) : t(ddn) : r(dd8). Then, the ratio of t'(dpn)l : t'(dda) is determined so 
as to reproduce the ratio of the McMillan-Hopfield parameters, qz : qo, obtained by the 
rigid-muffin-tin approximation [l 11. 

In figures 3(u) and (b), for instance, the intraband (n = n') electron-phonon coupling 
coefficient IVY(nk, d k  - @Iz is shown as a function of wavevector k for the AI, and the 
Eg phonon modes at the r point (q = 0). respectively. Both phonon modes are composed 
of the vibrations of 0 atoms. The interband electron-phonon coupling is weaker than the 
intraband eleckon-phonon coupling for these phonon modes. It is found that the electron- 
phonon coupling shows remarkable dependences on wavevectors and phonon modes. It is 
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noted that the electron-phonon coupling for the A,, and the .Eg phonon modes is particularly 
stronger than that for the other modes at the r point, as shown later. 

3. Lattice dynamics 

The lattice dynamics of LiTizO4 has been studied by taking account of effective long-range 
interatomic forces caused by the electron-phonon interaction. The Fourier transform of 
the effective long-range interatomic forces, i.e. the generalized electronic susceptibility, is 
expressed as 

where g;(nk, n'k - q)  is the electron-phonon coupling coefficient defined by (2), E: 
denotes the conduction band energy in the original structure and f ( E : )  is the Fermi 
disnibution function. 

For shofi-range interatomic forces we have considered six kinds of stretching-type forces 
for Li-0, Ti-0, Ti-% and 0-0 neighbouring pairs. These force constants are determined 
by referring to the force constants for other oxide spinels (24,251, since no sufficient data 
for phonons of Linz04 are available so far. The force constants used in the present paper 
are listed in table 2. 

Table 2. T k  shetchiog-type shm-range intaammie force comano used in the lanice dynamical 
calculation 

Distance Porce eonsfanf 
CA) (IOs dyn cm- ') 

Li-0 2.00 1.0 
T i 4  2.00 1.0 
Ti-Ti 2.97 0.8 
0-0 2.67 0.2 

2.98 0.2 
3.21 0.2 

The phonon dispersion curves calculated along the (loo), (1 10) and (1 11) directions 
are shown in figure 4(a). In this figure full curves represent the phonon dispersion curves 
calculated by including the effect of the electron-phonon interaction, i.e. ~ ( q ) ,  and broken 
curves represent those calculated with neglect of x(q). Frequency renormalization due 
to the electron-phonon interaction is found in the frequency range of 3MOmeV over 
a wide region of the Brillouin zone. Thii fact is in sharp contrast to the frequency 
renormalization obtained for Bal,K,Bi03 and La-+,SrxCu04, in which a remarkable 
frequency renormalization occurs around specific positions in the Brillouin zone [15-191. 
The difference in the wavevector dependence of the phonon frequency renormalization 
between LiTizOd and Bal-,K,BiO3 (or La~_~Sr,Cu04) is primarily due to the absence of 
the Fermi surface nesting in LinzO4. 

The phonon density of states (PDOS) including the effect of the electron-phonon 
interaction is shown in figure 4(b). Below SOmeV, vibrations of Ti and 0 atoms hybridize 
well with each other, while vibrations of Li atoms mainly appear near 85meV. In the 
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Figure 4. (a) The phonon dispersion curves of LiTi204 having the Al .  Xi, and A i  symmetries 
along the (100). (110) and (111) directions, respectively, including (full curves) and without 
(broken cuwes) the effect of the electron-phonon interaction. (b) The phonon density of staLes 
(PDOS) of Eli204 including the effect of the elemn-phonon interaction. The PWS projected 
to the vibrational wmpnents of each constiluent atom of LiTi204 is also shown. The unit of 
the PWS is mev-1 per unit cell. 

frequency range 30-8OmeV. where phonon frequencies are renormalized notably and thus 
phonons couple strongly with conduction electrons, the vibrations of 0 atoms as well as 
those of Ti atoms are primarily involved. Available experimental data about the phonons 
in Lil+xTi2--x04 are only the PDOS observed by inelastic neutron scattering using time- 
of-flight method for both LiTi204 and insulating Lq/3Ti5/304 [26]. According to the 
experimental results a pronounced change of the PDOS has been observed in the frequency 
range 4&70 meV, going from Li4/3Ti5/304 to LiTi204. This observation may be regarded 
as experimental evidence for the phonon renormalization due to the electron-phonon 
interaction. More experimental information, for example Raman scattering or infrared 
absorption, is highly desired for further comparison. 

The phonon linewidth caused by the electron-phonon interaction is calculated by using 
the expression [27] 

rqy = n C C I V Y ( n k , n ' k - q ) 1 2 6 ( E ~ ,  -EF)S(E:,,, -EF) (4) 
n d  k 

where VY(nk, n'le - q)  is the electron-phonon coupling coefficient defined by (1). The 
calculated phonon linewidth, together with the bare and renormalized phonon frequencies, 
for each phonon mode at the r and X points, are listed in tables 3 and 4, respectively. At 
the r point the phonon linewidth is particularly broad for the A,, and the Eg modes, whose 
renormalized frequencies are 68.00 and 41.83 meV, respectively. On the other hand, at the 
X point several phonon modes, whose renormalized frequencies are in the range 4&70 meV, 
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have a relatively broad linewidth compared with the other phonon modes. However, their 
values of the phonon linewidth are an order of magnitude smaller than those of the AI, and 
the E, modes at the r point. 

Table 3. The bare and renormalized phonon frequencies, linewidth and dimensionless coupling 
constant Ipy for each phonon mode at the r point 4 = (0.0.0). 

Frequency (meV) Linewidth (meV) ipy 

Bare Renormalized 

Aig 74.45 68.00 5.734 0.151 
Az. 80.84 80.65 0. 0. 

61.76 61.53 0. 0. 
f ig 49.46 49.33 0.039 0.002 
Tim 86.48 86.39 0. 0. 

63.00 62.83 0. 0. 
48.48 48.29 0. 
35.91 35.86 0. 

0. 
0. 

- - 0. 0. 
TI. 85.88 85.27 .. 0.323 0.005 

~~ 

66.08 64.07 . 0.460 
37.42 35.80 0.390 

Tzu 61.12 57.19 0.051 
18.41 15.93 0.012 

0.014 
0.037 
0.002 
0.006 

Eg 49.58 41.83 2.844 0.198 
E. 70.42 70.10 0.023 0.001 

35.81 35.53 0.008 0.w1 

4. Superconductivity 

4.1. Electron-phonon specjml function 

In order to study the superconductivity of LiTi2O4 in the framework of the usual phonon- 
mediated pairing mechanism, we have calculated the electron-phonon spectral function 
defined by [27,28] 

where oqy and rqY denote the renormalized phonon frequency and the linewidth having 
wavevector q and mode y ,  respectively. 

In figure 5, the calculated a2F(o) is shown together with the total PWS for comparison. 
The shape of a2F(o) differs from that of the PDOS. The spectral function a2F(o) takes 
large values in the frequency range 30-80meV. where the vibrations of 0 atoms are mainly 
involved and hybridize with those of Ti atoms. Therefore, the vibrations of 0 atoms as well 
as of Ti atoms in this wide frequency range contribute to the superconductivity of LiTi204. 
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Table 4. The bare and renormalired phonon frequencies linewidth and dimensionless coupling 
Constant Aqy for each phonon mode at the X point q = (2n/a, 0.0). 

Frequency (meV) Linewidth (mV) hpy 

Bare Renormalized 

XI 88.91 88.57 0.097 0.002 
72.32 69.64 0.323 0.008 
66.17 61.91 0.584 0.019 
60.88 57.88 0.417 0.015 
5026 48.50 0.214 0.011 
41.43 38.34 0.456 0.038 
29.61 29.13 0.058 0.008 

Xz 65.92 64.18 0.109 0.003 
4953 46.35 0.464 0.026 
2851 27.33 0.023 0.004 

X, 85.99 85.60 0.058 0.001 
64.81 64.01 0.019 0.001 
6054 59.28 0.023 0.001 
38.20 36.84 0.109 0.010 
28.90 28.51 0.008 0.001 
13.94 12.77 0.012 0.009 

Xd 86.04 85.82 0.051 0.001 
67.31 66.69 0.113 0.003 
50.07 45.50 0.880 0.052 
45.05 44.17 0.238 0.015 
19.69 19.53 0.004 0.001 

By using a2F(o) shown in figure 5, the dimensionless electron-phonon coupling 
constant defined by 

is evaluated to be 0.657, which is comparable to that obtained by Massidda and co-workers 
on the basis of the rigid-muffin-tin approximation [ll]. The dimensionless coupling constant 
A can be decomposed into the contribution from each phonon mode as follows: 

where 

The values of A,, calculated for the phonon modes at the r and X points are listed in tables 3 
and 4, respectively. It is found that the A,, and the Eg modes contribute predominantly to 
A at the r point, whereas several phonon modes in the range 4&70 meV contribute to A at 
the X point. 

The logarithmically averaged phonon frequency defined by 

is evaluated to be 28.2meV, which is relatively small compared with that obtained for 
Bal-,K,BiOs ((a)ln = 42meV) [15,161. 
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ENERGY (mev) 
Figure 5. The electmu-phonon specval function u2F(w) of LiTi204 (the lower panel). The 
total phonon density of states (PDOS) is also shown for comparison (the upper panel). 

4.2. Superconducting properties 

On the basis of or2F(o) obtained above, various superconducting properties are studied by 
solving the Eliashberg equation at finite temperatures [14,29,30]: 

where A(ion) and Z(io,) denote the gap function and the renormalization function, 
respectively, defined at the Matsubara imaginary frequency io, = (2n + I)inkBT with 
n an integer 

and fi* represents the screened Coulomb repulsion constant which is to be used with a 
cutoff frequency 0,. In the present paper we adopt p* = 0.1 and o, = 500 meV. 



- /-.-.. Im Z(o) - 
,-.*e ,J ...................... 

,,.-- ----___ ----___ 

First, in order to obtain To we solved the Eliashberg equation linearized with respect 
to the gap function A(ion) [31]. The value of Tc is evaluated to be 10.9K, which agrees 
well with the experimental values as listed in table 5. 

On the other hand, in order to obtain the superconducting gap edge A0 below T ,  we 
calculated the gap function A(o) and the renormalization function Z ( o )  defined at real 
frequencies by using a method for the analytic continuation developed by Marsiglio and 
co-workers 1321. In figures 6(a) and (b) A(@) and Z ( o )  calculated at T = OJT, are shown, 
respectively. It is found that A(@) has sharp and prominent peaks below 9OmeV, reflecting 
the peaks in or2F(o) (see also figure 5). 

At T = O.lTc (= 1.09K) the gap edge Ao, defined by A0 = ReA(Ao), is evaluated 
to be 1.79meV. As listed in table 5, this theoretical value is in good agreement with the 
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Table 5. The theoretical and experimental values of the superconducting transition temperature 
4, the gap edge Ao, their ratio 2Aofk~T,  and the normalized specific heat discontinuity at i% 
AC/yT. (y is the Sommerfeld constant). of Li'i%O&. 

Tc(K) A o ( " 0  2AdksTc ACluG 

I I 

- + LiTi204 

- BCS 

Theory 
Present work 10.9 1.79 3.84 1.70 

Tunneling experiments 
Ref. [8] 11.3 1.95 i O . 0 3  4.00*0.06 - 
Ref. [91 11.5 1.80 i0.05 3.s5*0.15 - 

Specific heat experiments 
Ref. [6] 12.4 2.03 3.8 1.57 
Ref. [5] 11.7 - - 1.59 

experimental values obtained by tunneling measurements at 4.2 K [8,9] and specific heat 
measurements at low temperatures (61. In the present calculation the ratio 2A0lkp.T~ is 
evaluated to be 3.84, which is slightly larger than the value 3.53 predicted in the BCS 
weak-coupling theory [33]. In figure 7, A0 is shown as a function of temperature. The 
temperature dependence of AO calculated for Lili204 is quite similar to that predicted in 
BCS theory [33]. Indeed, it has been confirmed by tunneling measurements /9] that the 
temperature dependence of A0 is consistent with the BCS prediction. 

h 

0 
v 

a" 
c 
d" 

\ 

v 

Figure 7. The temperature dependence of the superconducting gap edge Ao calculated for 
Linz04 (crosses). Thai obtained from the BCS theory I331 is also shown (full curfe). 

Tunneling spectra have been calculated with the use of A(o) obtained at T = O.lTc. 
The calculated differential conductance dUdV and its derivative d21/dVz are shown by the 
full curves in figures 8(u) and (b), respectively. These curves show prominent structures, 
which reflect the peak smctures in or2F(o), and deviate from the BCS results [33] shown 
by the broken curves. Such deviations have not been observed in tunneling measurements 
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Figure 8. (a) The hlnneling conductance dIldV and (b) its derivative dzlldVz of Linz04 
calculated with the use of the gap function obtained by solving the Eliashberg equation at 
T = O.lTc (full curves). Those obtained from the BCS theory [331 are also shown (broken 
curves). 

yet. Since the deviations are an order of magnitude smaller than those obtained previously 
for Ba+,K,BiOs and La2-,SrxCu04 [15-191, more precise tunneling measurements are 
necessary to detect the fine structures predicted in the present calculation. 

The thermodynamic critical field H,(T) can be calculated by using the solution of the 
Eliashberg equation, A(io,) and Z(io,) [29,34,35]. In figure 9 the deviation of the reduced 
critical field H,(T)/H,(O) from a parabolic curve [l - (T/T#] is shown as a function of 
the square of the reduced temperature (T/T,)'. For comparison, the critical field deviation 
for Pb is also calculated with the use of u2F(w) deduced from the tunneling spectra by 
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McMillan and Rowell [36]. The present result for Pb is essentially the same as that obtained 
by Swihart and co-workers [37] based on a model of cr2F(o) . The critical field deviation 
for LiTi204 is clearly different from that obtained from the BCS weak-coupling theory [33]. 
However, the critical field deviation for LiTizO4 is still negative at all temperatures below T,, 
unlike that for a typical strong-coupling superconductor Pb. Therefore, it is suggested that 
LiTizO4 is a superconductor that has a phonon-mediated pairing interaction of intermediate 
strength. 

Figure 9. The deviation of the reduced critical field from a pmbolic curve as a function of the 
square of the reduced temperature. The present result for LiTi204 (crosses) is compared with 
that calculated for a strong-coupling superconductor Pb (full curve) and thal obtained from the 
BCS weak-coupling theory 1331 (broken curve). 

Finally, the specific heat discontinuity AC at Tc is evaluated from the slopes of the 
critical field deviation at T = 0 and Tc [38]. The normalized specific heat discontinuity, 
AC/yT,  with y the Sommerfeld constant, is evaluated to be 1.7 for LiTi204. This value 
agrees fairly well with those observed by the specific heat measurements [5,6] as listed in 
table 5. The value of AC/yT,  evaluated for LiTizO4 is slightly larger than the value 1.43 
predicted in BCS weak-coupling theory [33]. 

It has been pointed out by Massidda and co-workers [l l]  that the value of y observed 
by the specific heat measurements [5,6] is somewhat larger than their theoretical value, if 
only the mass enhancement due to the electron-phonon interaction is considered. Their 
suggestion is also true for the result in the present paper. By using the expression 
y = $ c z k g N ( E ~ ) ( l  +A) with N ( E F )  = 3.0 states eV-' per formula and = 0.657, y is 
estimated to be 11.8 ml mol-' K-', while the experimental value is 21.4 mJmol-I K-= [5,6]. 
The difference in y between the theory and the experiments may be attributed to the mass 
enhancement due to electron correlation andor spin fluctuation. 
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5. Summary 

In the present paper, the lattice dynamics of LiTiz04 has been studied by taking account 
of the effect of the electron-phonon interaction derived microscopically on the basis of 
the realistic electronic band structure. It is found that the phonon fresuencies in the range 
30-8OmeV are renormalized remarkably over a wide region of the Brillouin zone, due 
to the characteristic dependences of the electron-phonon interaction on wavevectors and 
vibrational modes. 

From the microscopic calculation, it is found that or2F(w) of Linz04 takes large values 
in the frequency range 30-80 meV, where phonon frequencies are renormalized remarkably. 
With the use of a 2 F ( ~ ) ,  h and (U)," are evaluated to be 0.657 and 28.2meV, respectively. 
By solving the Eliashberg equation, T, and A. are evaluated to be 10.9K and 1.79meV. 
respectively. The obtained values of 2 A o / k ~ T ,  = 3.84 and AC/yT,  = 1.7 are slightly 
larger than the values predicted in the BCS weak-coupling theory, 3.53 and 1.43, respectively. 
These evaluated values are in good agreement with the observations. The tunneling spectra 
and the critical field deviation calculated for LiTi204 show some differences from those 
obtained from the BCS weak-coupling theory. However, the differences are relatively small 
compared with typical strong-coupling superconductors. 

In conclusion, the superconducting properties of LiTiz04 can be well interpreted in the 
framework of the usual phonon-mediated pairing mechanism. Further, it is suggested that 
LiTi204 is a superconductor that has a pairing interaction of intermediate strength. 
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